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this mod adds a new undress option for sims. it's the same as sims
4 in that it allows for sims to undress. it comes with a few overlays

for the clothing that comes with the clothing pack, allowing for sims
to be very.. white. if you like the look, try out the sims 4 modern

overlays by william rokoszczuk, since its stylish overlays are made
for the sims 4. this is one of the best sims mods ive ever seen, and

its only because its not a bad one. its a mod that adds extra
dialogue options to sims for when theyre at their weddings, funerals
or even birthday parties. i love this mod because it helps makes the
dialogue look a lot more realistic, and that makes it a lot more fun
to play. this mod adds a lot of fun things to do for sims. lots of you

may say, "gee, i hate those sims 4 events. they always take too
long to complete." well, youre in luck! this mod lets you make all of
the sims 4 events as much quicker to complete as possible! in fact,

if youre having trouble getting a sim to the next level in a game,
this mod may help! if youre not a big fan of reading, this mod will
make you like it! with the "sims 4 happy hour edition" you wont

have to read anything else! the sims 4 happy hour edition mod lets
you skip to the fun part! as long as your sims arent having a

birthday party, you can skip directly to having them eat, watch
movies or play video games! just remember: theyre not allowed to

have sex. so if you want to get your sims to watch a movie, you
better have one ready. i have played the sims since the sims 2, and

i never really cared for the tutorials. i mean, the sims are not like
normal humans, so why would they need to use a freaking tutorial?
why not make it so that everyone can get through the game all on
their own? but then i think, what if theyre not as smart as me and
need a hand getting through the game? so i created this tutorial

mod, just in case they need help.
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at this point, you'll notice that the sims 4 folders are split into 2. ea
and custom. all of the folders in the custom section are custom
content. this is where we're going to download and place our

custom content. the custom section of the sims 4 tray importer also
offers the ability to look at custom content that youve already

placed. if youre not familiar with the tray importer, its the default
tool that lets you add custom content from your library to your
game. in case youve forgotten your custom content or if youre

uploading the lot to replace, the tray importer is your best friend. if
youre not sure what content is in the ea skin, then we should take a

look at the sims 4 folders. the ea content is located in:
sims4content/ea/content/. looking at the ea content folder, there
isnt any custom content in there. this is because the sims 4 only

has one default skin, and it does not have any custom content. the
custom content is located at: sims4content/custom/content/. now

that we know the ea and custom content folders, we can start
downloading our custom content. the sims 4 tray importer allows
you to upload items from your library to your game. its important
that you do this before we start downloading our custom content.

this is because some of our custom content will replace your library
content. now that we know where we can find our custom content,
we can start downloading it. look at the custom folder in the sims 4
tray importer. in this folder, there will be 3 folders. view, viewable,

and viewable_grid. each folder holds the custom content. we're
going to upload everything in the view folder first, as we'll explain

later. 5ec8ef588b
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